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hospital.
hot year a general salary increa
The other automobile was occu- hail been granted teachers in a
styled by George Alley Jr., W. R. ticipation fo state aid which did n •
Butt Jr., Ruth Sanger of Hickman come. Ile called attention te II•
and Miss Lloyd Talley of Clarks- fact that the 1937-38 budget
ville. Miss., who was visiting with about $40,000 more than that fa .
1936-37, the additionai amount cen
° Miss Sanger.
mg from the state. slowing that
Young Alley auffeied internal injuries and remained unconscious for schools did not have ample funds
several hours. W. B. Butt, Jr., son during the past year.
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will
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hospital by a passing car.
per month traveling expense for
the county superintendent.
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eiosion regarding the stopping ol will he held Saturday, August 7,
Lexington Giants took Fulton for
buses on the city streets to dis- 1937. He makes the following rtate- another ride
Wednesday afternoon
charge and pick up passenger:, The !tient in unnounceig
at, they defeated the Eagles t; to
city clerk was instructed by the
"Fer seireral weeks it has been 1, behind Ow masterful pitching of
council to Write the traffic manLyter who w.f. up only five hits,
ager of the Greyhound Lines„ ad- knits ii among many cif my friends while Pierson, Durheir
n and Wen‘1:ang him that the practice will that I would make the lace for rung allowed the visitors
fifteen
have to stop within ten days from councilman, hut I have been re- safeties,
notification.
ticent about making announcement
Lexington scored two runs in
The council agreed to give the through the paper. But inasmuch the first inning as Williams, AnFulton County Health Department as public announ
dereck, arid Poole garnered singles.
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eral welfare of a community. Every halls. Leidl doubled
gate.
Ben Kilto score him
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and a serial "Black Coin." A show gore, executive sceretary
since I have been in Fulton. I have for the winning run.
of Iii
will be given Friday night at 7:30 Kentucky State Farm Bureau.
felt a deep and snicere interest itt
o'clock. and many of the neighas
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borhood children are enjoying the
Perils Trounce Giants
,this week, which was taken from
In a doubleheader at Union City
youthful pastime.
ready to go to bat in its behalf. It
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Monday night. the Greyhounds deMorning Star
At Celebration Here the
Mrs.;Ann Boulton and little son, is this interest that has influenced feated the Fulton Eagles 10 to 6
giving
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following
account:
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;••notiby Matthews. of Fultan. Ky.. Johnnie, left /or their home in De- me, by the urging of my friends, to in the first nighteap. Pierson and
The aggressive Kentucky Black 'southern
A
middleweight champion. troit, Mi la, .Satuday night after announce as a candidate for council- Wenning dia the hurling for FulTaxes Levy 1 Cent Devils walloped the
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man, subject to your approval
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VOU need Electric Cooking ... because it is automatic ...
1- because it is so cool and clean aini fast ... becatne it ends
meal-getting drudgery ... because it %ill reduce your ''kitchenlime" hours each week.
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You should have Electric Cooking ... becau c it produces
meals more nourishing and tasty.
... because it is truly econom •
Ical.. because prices are moderate and WITS easy.
Come in tomorrow for a free demonstration of Hotpoint and
Irettinsinnise electric ranges. For other standard makes, sce
your local dealer.
You owe it to yourself at least to investigatc the adsantag.s
of c!ectric cooking. Do it nowl
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ADE THOMPSON, Manager
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Merchants have found it is an uphill business to get the cream of business unless they advertise their wares and let the people know when°
they have bargains for them.
IF YOUR ADVERTISEMENT IS NOT IN
THE NEWS THAT ACCOUNTS FOR THE
DULL TIMES AROUND YOUR PLACE.If you
do not have time to get up your advertisement—
call 470—we will be glad to help you and furnish
illustrations that will make them appealing.

The Fulton County News IP
Four Fat rn and Home Paper—Superior Coverage and News Interest
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sur-

The majority of people who live in Fulton
do not realize what such a paper is to the town,
but if they place an advertisement in its columns
they can readily see the results. Go out in the
country and see for yourself how The News
stands in the rural districts.

• -s

I) THEATRE
—loc All Week—
1111

The

and
contains not only home news, but carries a lot of
features, such as a serial story, comics, new.
from Washington, columns of fashion. and spec*.
ial interest.
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'There's Economy in Having
Your Car Properly Reconditioned

Queen's Choice
Browder's Special
Superba or Peerless

1

Big Boy Scrateh
Baby Chick
Biddie's Choie(
(laying flash)

MADE BY

Browder Milling Co.
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that !too have your ear
thoroughly checked and reconditioned, and our shop
is completely equipped to render competant repair
service that will
assure you of greater safety and more mileage
from your automobile. Our business has been built
upon the satisfaction Risen
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Let us give your ear g !honing!' going
over before you start
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s trip.
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'the new spring season demands
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WHY NOT GET THE BEST—
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R. M. KIRKLAND :

FILM FREE
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Day after day, we hear comidimentary remarks about our Flour and Feeds. We are proud
to hear those remarks, for we realize that compliments —such as those-- are merited proof of
the satisfaction our products really give.

DISTRIBUTOR
Phone 741
FULTON, KY.

•

GIVING YOU THE HIGHEST VALUE
OF ANY USED TIRE
ON THE WHOLE MARKET
WE NEED THOSE TIRES
FOR f'SED CARS—

THAT'S

Brady Bros. Garage
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ord To The Wise
ALKA- SELTZEWIZE
, EVERYONE SEEMS
• TO BE USING

I

I Thrifty Horne-Owners
PROTECTED!
/1(1 W much have you inve-,Ied in v,+!1!
home? A sudden rippin.v W'illtiS1.01111; a
LEOUS fire... what would it mean to you.
,
protectkin of adequate insurance should he of
irst importance to all thrifty home owners.
Let us examine your policies and advis
W.An to%1 nether pour 114.1fleis fully
prutected.

PLAY SAFE -- INSURE

Atkins Insurance
Agency
LAKE STREET

061•66.6616111.10116111611666.0..1.6. •,
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feel that they get quicker, in.•
u
.!it, more effective relief ir,un AMA-SELTZER thait ii,us
Id -fashioned unpalatable preparations
That's why
ALKA-SELTZER is more in demand than almost any
-,ther single item in the average drug store.
We recommend ALKA-SF.LTZF.11 for the relief of
Ges on Stomach, Sour Stomach. Headache, Colds,
"Morning After," Muscular Pains, and as a Garate
in Minor Throat Irritations.
We really mean it.
Use ALKA-SELTZER for any or all of these diseom
forts. Your money back if it fails to relieve..
n addition to an analgesic (Aeetyl-Sali,- vlal.....2.46,11
of Soda), each glass of ALKA-SELTZEIt
contains alkalizers Alta h htlp to
convet those everyday ailink
cii
due to Hyper-AciditN .
JIM
!
In 300 and GO( pat ledges at your
t
;) drug store.

Alka-Seltzer
.
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WELL, TRADE WITH PICKLE
COIAT THE SA INGS
PRICES GOOD FRIDAY & SATI.RD.11
IRISH POT ATOE'S. No. I. 10 lbs.
Kr. WONI)E1‘ BE.LYS, nice. lb.
nt.7'7'ER BEANS, fresh. 2 ibs.
PE.15. any Ibid. 2 lbs.
C.1 B11.1GE,
Ms.
'lc
ll/MTS.
Isrinchem, 2 for
BEETS, Met. home grown. 2 hunches
TOM.ITOES. nice, home grown. 3 lbs.
The
Cll'I'MBERS, home grown, 2 lbs.
9e
SQUASH,nice. yellow. 2 lbs.
91.
OKRA, nice. tender. lb.
10,•
GREEN PEPPER, nice, fresh, 3 for
.3(
CORN. nice,fresh, not sweet, 5 big ears
lii
LEMONS,nice, juicy. 260 si:e. do:.
21e
APPLES, for cooking, nice gallon
17,•
GRAPES, fresh, sweet. seedless. 2 lbs.
23(
BANANAS. nice, ripe, do:.
15c
LETTUCE, Jumbo Heads, each
5c
BREAKFAST BACON, fancy sliced, lb.
27e
!'ORN BEEF,can, fine for lunches
19c
GROOMS. nice. .5-Tic, each
2.ic
JELLO, any flaror. 2 for
lle
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE,2 lb. can
6k
MUSTARD,quart jar
10c
PICNIC 5E7', I plates, I napkins, large table
spread, all for
8c
SEED POTATOES— Triumph and Cobblers
FREE DELIVERY

PICKLE'S GROCERY
Two Phones 226 - 227

East Stale Line
We Give Votes for Babies

W11.111111111111

Approximately 22'z
in
punils of surplus farm pr,ducts, refri,m
:ce
I
(,1..ft.i. to 1(1.•?-#2;,,,, rt.
pr,
wert• tivirli,troci tfl Kt.n• ieL •

Featuring a STORE-WIDE CLEARANCE of
SMART
FEES in Ql..1LITI FOOTWEAR at SHARPLY
RE1)1 TED PRICES. Now is the time to replenish
your
suppl
y
of COMFORT ABLE SHOES al prices guaranteed
to
sure
you
money.
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tri;li ANY HEADACHEil
LATELY?,
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TO YOU AND

NERV1NE,-
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pair
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SANDALS
Nurse Thanks Friend
Recommending
for
DR.MILES NERVINE
A nurse writes that she
iruffered from frequent
headaches. Nothing stopped them until a friend recommended DR MILES
NEILVINE. She says Nerv-

in. store headaches before
they get a good start.
Three generations have

found DR MILES NERVINR effective (or
Nervousness, Steepiw-

neat due to Nervous kris:01410u, Nervous Indiveottee.
Headache.
7'eseel Sick-usu.
Get DR. MILES NV INE nt your drug store in
liquid cw effervescent tablet form.
Peen hettie se teellaire ls
t Ars, twit lir• IsT paIlflk•rr "mit'

Blacks and Blues.$
a good rariety of
si:es if you are
here early

49

pan•

Men's Whites Reduced
to

$2.95

S5.00,

all whites greatly

pair.

red Imo'. NOW

FRY SHOE STORE
Lake Street

Next Door Evans Drug Store

Fulton, Ky.
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I -1 /414111. 1.111e, 1.1111,111. 1111111V :1
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AltMSTRoNt I tIlhi.l.F
.
.1
irs
hIEE'FING MoNDAY
LorTIE %ItioN i'llit'l I
hotil I if I
guest, %Audi iiicititicii. ,
MONDAY NIGIIT
Nielsen Elva Davis. Betty Koehn,1 NIVIHT
Roger
Mrs.
Kit kliiiiii anti Mrs
The Lottie
le iit the Florence Martill Bradford, Virtiiiii• Jonn 'seeks were joint
hostess to the
Firot lispliat l'iniii ti met Tuesday i !Meagher'', Virginia Flensing,
el 1 Annie W Armstrong
night for their regular monthly 1 dames 'I' M. Kranklin, J. E Fall, First Baptist Church Circle of the
which met
aleeting at tlw home of Moss Louise and J D. Davis.
, Monday night at the home of Mrs
_ _
Wade on Carr Street, w ith Mrs. I
Kirkland
1 WEEK END IN GRAY. (NI)
Chili Fields, co•imatesa
The meeting was openist with
The meeting was Called to order
Mr. nisi Mrs Finis !halide!' and prayer by Mrs Clifton Hamlet and
and !negated over by the president, I Miss Ruth (Italian' limit List week presided over hy the piciedent, Mrs
Miss Ann Lee (ochilin The min- 1-11,1 i n on.;,.v. 1,„1,,,„., o n, hiiiise J A
Hemphill
The secretiii•,
utes iicie tead and the I'll %% .1 t 011 1..,11.41,1 1,f N11' ;411,1 11, . 11.114.14 II., . mi., !highs, Ilii-litor::r. 111111::d ptthe
eviii.1
eil to Mos Mary NI‘,,4 II ii, in flit' ‘s oil :‘11 • ii' is
I the funnel tsi., ,d ii,. IT Imo.ali.. /II I , I 1,... ,.....iet.,i, Nils- 'Ali,: -NI., it„,i, 11,,,..,:
ti,i•il,rig. iiiiil math, tviiiirts of per- '
, 1% . "Mal ,
11 ' '''..
si 1 \ WV 11'
1,11.11 .1,1111•,
I. .1 , .. . , ., 1 ... checked. Mall,/ I'! tit !It! 1 ),\ 1'
,NFTEliNt ION
. Alh.i. I hi. hi, ihi-., .i viir,v Inter
business hour plans
wci I' 1%1111 SI Its Pi es huh
1 1 ,
i, hill: ihi ..II..h il %,
NI , ii.o poi “.•.. 11 ,te 1. lici Mini SCV:11 , r it ho ,, h !..s i.,i by Mis
wade for a picnic to be given in
.cii -cil "S"
by
geks
this
about two v
group. , tirnigi,
I .t. Frid iv aftein.,..ii .it The eiiiiii,iiii tit, tor,c -f
MIAs Vtoll`t Barnes is in eharge of 1 bur 1,..iiii, iai Within! Stivet ind
NITI,.. v...
in
w
i
-Plc
the entettaintnent arrangements for! tertained w ith a his els one i.'cloia, Str“ '11,0 v i**,,,iii is.i.‘'it hinge oi
a
a
this occasion,
,1 iiiiiisie.in,
l ots. hiiik pAlt W1.11' 1‘1,..41111111191 V.
At the eiewlusion 14 the I:1;
1 1nel"
C.'Vt'r% %Me Ott1.1001 l'IV l' ,,I (”i . A Rieliartison, John necks, Rose AlMrs Fields presented a wen pre ' eight gilests st card 1.11,1es. ‘4,shicli I ll'etl. rind Cecil Ai mild
pared program on Stewardship
inchilicil members arm .. fits visi.' The meeting 1•4'.1,1 closed witii
The closing prayer was offered •airs (lames 110 MI og11' 41%1' (4,11 ' 111.11Yel. 11Y Miss Sevat'il• after which
and the hostesses served sandwich" tract Wi're 4.11)10Yeti thri.tiptioillt the ii delightful social hem. WRI ones and cold drinks during the so- afteinoori
toyed The homtessers served
Ti,,,,,,. inesent ii,.ie st,..,,iiime., freshing ice Course to the ten minicial hour. Fourteen regular members were present with these throe ms"' mcceitail. \ignition itny,t, B bersi preaent and three
visitors.
visitors: Miss Helen Tyler, Mrs. C. 0, Copeland, Mansfield
Martin, Mrs Bill Frazier of Dyersburg, DurL Myers and Mrs Jim Wade.
Harold Owen. H. le McGinnis% 1)( wood Vaughin and Miss Ida Belle
-------Charleston, S. C., and R. C. Joyner Brewer of Dallas. Texas
CHURCH NO. 3 MEETS
AT CHURCH MONDAY
TRIP TO CHATTANOOGA
SEEN AT BALL GAMES
Circle no. 3 of the First Baptist
Mr and
Woman's Missionary Union met Fulton and Mrs. B. 0. Copeland of MONDAY NIGHT
Mr. and Mrs N. B.
Among those who attended the
Monday afternoon at 2•30 o'clock Butterworth of
Paducah, Ky., mot-. Union City -Fulton ba-.eliall games
at the church The chairman. Mrs. tored to Chattanooga.
Tulin
last in Unon City Monday night were:
M L Rhodes. presided over the week ,
o.
Mr and Mrs. Billie Atkins, Mr and
meeting After a short business
Mrs. Smith Atkins and family, Mr
session an interesting devotional VISITING
SON IN
and Mrs. H. II. Bugg, Johnnie
was conducted by Mrs. Rhodes. The BIRINGHAM, ALA.
Owen, Vernon Owen, Harold Owen,
program was in charge of Mrs. A.
Mrs Frank Hendon left Friday 1 Robert Koelling, Peggy Williams,
C. Allen whose topic of discussion
night for Birmingham. Ala, where Clyde Williams. Helen Maxfield,
was "Goodness."
she
is spending several days with Elizabeth Shankle. Bud Davis, LaAt the conclusion of the program
verne Yates. Sara Callahan, Ward
the meeting WAS closed with sen- her son. Fred Hendon.
1F3ushart, Mrs. Pearl Weaver, Mr.
tence prayers.
MISS
PUCKETT VISITS
' and Mrs. Ward McClellan, RayThe next meeting of this circle
mond Peeples and Harold, Clyde
will he held July 19th at which IN MAYFIELD
Miss Janice Puckett has been Batts, Dorothy Morris, Martha Eltime the book of Obadiah will be
stikiied The n,eeting place vill spending several days in Mayfield, len Genung, Raymond Pewitt, EdKentucky. the guest of her cousin ward Pewitt, Mr. and Mrs. Olin
be announced later.
Mrs Joseph Lawrie If Indiana- Williams, Mr and Mrs T E. Hanpolis who is visiting her parents. nephin. Mr. and Mrs. Malcoln Bell.
Dr. and Mrs H A Gilliarn Mr‘ Dr and Mrs. M W. Hawes, Harry
AFTERNOON CI.111 WITH
Lawrie IS the former Miss lAitir,e L Median. Slarence Maddox. Mr.
MRS. CLARENCE PICKERING
anti Mrs. Cecil Gibson. Mr. and
hos. Gilliam.
Mrs Ca,...'
Mrs. Hoyt Moore aid family. Mr.
te, to her I'
11 h11:e club
arid Mrs Ernest thiffmati, Rob Bin'
Eddwes RETURN FROM DAWSON
Thesday at
ford. and T. D. lloar.
Street. T‘ko 1:11.1.•• ••f players WV1e SPRINGS
present which incl'ide.i one visitMr. and Mrs. F If Riddle
arid VISITORS IN PICKERING HOME
tor. Mrs Ben Evan, of Water Val- son. Harold, returned
Tuesday
ley.
morning from
Dawson Spring'The following spent the fourth
At the con •lusion or the games where they spent the week-end in Fulton with
Mr. and Mrs. Clahigh score among the club members w ith friends and relatives. They relive Pickering
and Mrs. R. E.
was held by Mrs. Jake Iluddleston were accompanied home by Alton Pickering on Eddings
Street: Mr.
who re....eive I a lively prize Mrs. Riddle who has been spending the and Mrs P.
P.
Pickering
of Water
Evans ‘etis presented an attractive summer with relatives in Utica. Valley, Miss.. Mr. and
Mrs. Roy
O
gift as guest prir.
Kss;ensboro, Ky., and Liver- Pickering and daughters,
Ditty and
Late in the aftervisin the hostess more,
Dotty. of Memphis, Tenn., Mrs. B.
served delightful refreshments to
F Evans of Water Valley, Miss.,
her guests.
Miss Virginia Joyner has return- Mrs. W. G. Eldred of Lawrence' ed to her home in Memphis after. burg, Ky, Mr. and Mrs. George
MORRIS' ON WESTERN TOUR !spending several days
in Fulton 1Puckering and daughters. Elizabeth
Mrs. W. W. Morris and son. Dud- I the home guest of Mi•. and
Ro:'and Gentnude. of Mayfield. Ky.
ley Morris. left Fulton Saturday 1 bert Graham and family. Mrs.
I
for Mexico. California. Canada, and
Mr and Mrs. Robert Witty if' Every Fulton young
man who
the other many interesting points t Jackson, Tenn spent Sunday
and longs for success will do well to rear the west. They will return tol Monday in Fulton with friends and
member that three-fourths of grit
their home on West State Line in I relatives.
ahout two weeks.

Socials - Personals

BRIDE -ELECT IIONORF.I)
WITH SERIES OF PARTIES
Mice Charlotte Davis. daughter (,f
Mr ar 1 I‘Tr .1 D Davi,..rd
elect of Robert Sanger of Hickman. is being honored with a
series of lovely parties.
At ten o'clock Friday ninrnir
Miss Ruth Sanger was hostess to
a bridge luncheon at her home in
Hickman. complimenting her house
guest. Miss Lloyd Talley of Clarksdale. Miss., and Miss Davis.
At bridge high score was held by
Miss Betty Koehn and Miss Virginia Fleming held second high
score. Both were presented lovely
prizes as were the honoree.
At the conclusion of the bridee
games a delectable three course
luncheon was served
attended
Those from Full on
weren the honoroe. Miss Elva DavDais. mother of the
is. Mrs J
honoree. Misses Betty Koehn. Virginia Fleming. Virginia Meacham,
rence Martin Bradford
and Fl,
Friday night Mrs R. L. Curtis
and Miss Martha Kirkman were
Mint hostess to a lovely bridge
party at the home of Miss Allie
:
Dodd in Hickman. honoring `VHF,
Davis.
Ten tables of bridge players were
present and at the conclusion of
the games lovely pri7es were presented high scorers. The honoree
was presented beautiful tea' cups
Late in the evening the hostess
served a refreshing ice course to a
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QVALITY FOODS APPROVED 111' GOOD
1101 PSEKEEPING M.1GAZINE AT LOW
EVERY D.1). PRICES

25(

# calls

CAMPBELLS SOUPS
3 e"" 25(
FELS NAPTHA SOAP,1"
PUFFED WHEAT, gi AKER. 2 'Ails. 15(
Far Surf f Ns,fit
CERT° Jams
BOTTLE 21c
and ./1 liii
r
HEINZ SOUPS,
25c
GRAPE JUICE ""ews' p1n1
19(
PALMOLIVE SOAP, 3 "I's
17c
22,. fall
RINSO
9e

MARS11.11.11.1.0 11
DELICIOW4
I

pound Cello.
bag

15c

11"hilchausc
Tat1(an,3 ar
Itaby Can, 3 (ui

20c
lOr

J •t /es

FRI .

HAI I. 11 %SION

Quartrf,
Pints, doz.
hull GalIan s,

69e
59c
S9c

Pork&Beans

5c

WA 1.1)1
TOW( Tissue, 11/00 ski I is, roi/

k

RUC Bread,.1. &

Deviled Etat,6 cans :9c; can

5c

Bread, A.& I'. Sliced, Pi lb. loaf lOc

8O'Clock

COFFEE

P., 20-oz. loaf

10c

Pound CCI,
Bag th/l.

%Solid's Largest SeIli

(Lb. 19c)
IONA

Peas,School Day,can

10c

Macaroni or Spaghetti, 3 pkgs. The

Light House Cleanser, 3 cans

The

Carts Flakes, jumIxe pkg.

SUNN'EFIELD

TUESDAY NIGHT CLUB
WITH MRS. BOB BINFORD
Mrs. Bob Binford
ir••
ned her bride(' cliih
:.),t at
Str•••
Three
werc oicsent •.•
members and two v•-•••
Hendon Wright and
OSItevlin.
At the conclusion of
of progressive contract high score'
for the club members was held
Mrs. W. C. Thompson who was p•
sented lovely hose as prize. IV!.
O'Shevlin lleld visitors high sk ,
and received a beautiful compact
Late in the evening the hostess,
served a delectable party plate to ,
her guests.
-DAY AT TURNER LAKE
Mr. and Mrs. Vester Freeman
spent Wednesday at Turner Lake,
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. G.
Baldridge who are camping there
this week.
MEMPHIS VISITORS
Mr and Mrs. J. B. La.,...eMemr.1- is. Tenn.. 5per.' 1
end in Fulton with friends or relatives They returned to Memphis
morning accompanied by
the 1:•ter': :it.,ter Mr, Gene Dc•
wh, v ill return to Fult-n
(Frir!ayt,

I *:

:

SUGAR

1VIEIIICAN LOAF

Flavor Ade, 3 pkgs.

10c

Cheese, Bordon's Orig., lb.

25c

Pickles, Dill or Sour, qt.

15c

Cream Cheese, Phila., pkg.

8c

SMOLA

WHITE
SHOE
CLEANER

DAILY OR STRONGHEART

St..,ck No

Sheet Sus:

Description

Pri.

5c

Apple Butter, 22-oz. jar

le

Cigarettes,carton, plus lax

HERSHEY'S

10c

POPULAR BRANDS

Chocolate Syrup, can

PEACHES

02040 i91.ix11 7/ Eagle Ledger Oudit $8.00 each

bottle 9c

GOOD WINS

Dog Food, Can
Consists of durable hrown
corduroy binder with black
Imitation leather back and
corners, 200 white Ivorydale
sheets, 28 sub. ledger, "regular
ledger" ruling, and A-Z leather tab 26 Lbv.:1:A.
Standard ledger mechanism operated with key.

1016.51c

Pure Cane
Granulated
(11W) lbs. 85.05)

MAKES DELICIOUS DRINK

Ph'

Del Monte or
Libby
Sliced or Hakes

S1.19

35c
2
Large
Cans

Salad Dressing
IONA

°SPECIAL PRINTED FORMS

FLOUR

•11.4N1FOLD ROOKS
•SOCIAL SECURITY BOOKS
•DAILY REPORT SHEETS
•GROCERS ORDER BOOKS
•RULED FORMS A SPECIALTY
CALL US BEFORE YOU BUY
WE CARRY A I.ARGE VARIETY OF TYPE FACES--r from small
6 Point to Large, Bold Display)--An ASSORTMENT OF ILLUsTRATIONS, AND HELP YOU PLAN YOUR PRINTING AND ADVERTISING. WE SPECIALIZE IN PRINTING AND ADVERTISING-AND YEARS OF EXPERIENCE QUALIFIES US TO OFFER YOU
AN OUTSTANDING SERVICE.

25c

Quart Jar

.4T EVERY DA I LOW PRICES

SUNNYIFIELD

Ilc
12 lb. bag
79c
21 lb. bag
Paper Napkins
PACKAGE OF 80

7 Packages

&

15(

for
CIGARS
KING ID11 %RD

C1.07
lie

Box of 50
5 for
OH:()II
EXCELLEN

TEA

r FOR ICING

1-2 lb. pkg.

THE NEWS
•PHONE 170—SERVICE OUR MOTTO

BETTER MEATS
VEAL ROAST

-

15(

VEAL CHOPS, pound
PORK S 1l'SAGE, pound
V/.T
N CHOPS, pound

20c

HAMBURGER P"N"

15c

BEI:I.' ROAST, pound
SLICED B ICON, pound
ROILING ill IT, pound

27c

MUTTON ROAST POUND

8c

15c
ilk

18c
15c

19e

A. ES P. FOOD STORES
_ es,

114..•

•

Outstanding

Celebrating

Our 18th
Anniversary 1

VALUES
In Every Department

Definite Values Are Featured At Kasnow's Gigantic

ANNIVERSARY SELLING EVENT!
1.111.1111..
PEPPE.....1
RELL 111.11
SHEETI1111.1
NG 11111k
Unbleached 9-4
YARD

34c

NOW IN PROGRESS
KASNOW has been preparing for flu sensational
value-giving event In, monthx--bringing you merchandise that, in many instances, would COST mow: WhOLE-

SALF'TODAY.Hut selling it during this Anniversary Sale
.11. PRICES TI! IT WEAR LOW MONTHS AGO, despite
conNhtitIly rising prices. liasnow values are always
(Mr
NIUMI
"MI (hiring INS SW(' YOU will find even more remnrkable values!

9-4 PEPPERELL SHEETING
BLEACHED
YARD 38
(

BUY NOW AND SAVE!

HOPE
BLEACHED MUSLIN
\„
12c

Printed Voiles
Maw

Extra Nice and Smooth Finish
40 inches wide
Per Yard

10c
9-4 Unbleached

9
C

SHEETING

Yard Wide Fast Colors

Yard

UNBLEACHED MUSLIN

Yard

2P

Men's and Boy's

TOWELS
22x44 Bath Towels
Each

MINIM

Men's and Boy's

Work Shirts
49c

19c
J

ROOM

Work Shoes
$1.79

VALUES YOU CAN'T
8-0Z. SANFORIZED

AFFORD TO MISS!
BE SURE TO BE HERE

Overalls
98c
KASNOW'S
448 LAKE STREET

"WE CLOTHE THE FAMILY FOR
LESS"

FULTON, KY.

•

Oa.

degmaximweasmeamiaatawairisonsweibliW.

111Y.91111w"^""'

•
111111111.011111111MW:0•1111111•111111111

4

lb

(

vain

WO,

°ANNIVERSARY SPE11\1

°ANNIVERSARY SPE(iiti

LIMES'SATIN

I. IDIES' Hol'SE

SLIPS

FROCKS

straight neck styles. Well made.
extra value. EACH

404,..A.V,41.•)2100).41

14

Nice and cool for comfortable summer \\
(

High quality i

94c

88c

V

i

c.../212127-212f2.10
c._.1-3
2/E121-7

EN
WILL VOTE FOR THL SE —
FEATURING

SALE NOW 5
BARGAINS
ARE FEATURED
IN EVERY
DEPARTMENT
80 SQUARE

Quality, Style, Leolunny
In Ludics' and Misses

Ready-To-Wear

19c
GUARANTEED FAST COLOR
P RINTS
PER YARD

15c
VAT DYED

Dresses

9c
GUARANTEED FAST COLOR

CHILDREN'S WASH DRESSES
48c
LADIES HATS It HITE AND PASTEL SHADES 88c
BATHING SUITS"R .""' WOMEN $150 TO $2.98
STEP-INS AND PANTIES
15c
LADIES SLIPS "'EL'1!)E
48c
BROADCLOTH SLIPS
25c
CHILDREN - MISSES ANKLETS
10c
LADIES PURE SILK HOSE
48c

.0 I

PER YARD

P RINTS
y.un

$2.88
$1.88

01'it Rg'trtji.

P RINTS

ONCE A YEAR BARGAINS IN

VALUES UP TO $4.95
VALUES UP TO $3.00

.

Foot
LADIES SHOES

LEAUTIFUL NEW STYLES INfViii'

TIES, LACES,PUMPS AND OX ORD
VALUES TO $2.95 OFFERED<IN
HIS
ANNIVERSARY SALE. AT Or"

PRINTED VOILES
PER YARD

19c
VAT DYED
PRINTED VOILES
PER YARD

9c
SOLID COLOR

LINANNE
PER YARD

12c
TUB FAST
CRETONNE
11p \ II)
15c

CHILDREN'S SI10,1

COMFORTABLE AND WELL-Beq,T
GROWING CHILDREN WHO NEED ST!
SHOESIN WHITE AND OTHER SHA
SIZES UP TO 2. TRULY AN OUT.57'ANI
VALUE FOR ONLY

MENS' DRESS OXFORDS

MEN,HERE A VALUE FOR YOU!OUR
ULAR $3.50 ANN!)$1.00 WHITVXFORDS
DUCED. IDEAL, COOL AND COMFORT1
—VENTILATED. ALL STYLES AND SI

MENS WORK OXFORDS KAs4CAfr`
MENS SANDALS KA"'"v Ac.

1144NNiVERIARY SPECIAL
IIIV

•ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL

W ATER-PI:WE

UK NIPS

A TS
Iligh quality I

new styles. All

4-‘ za_ ;- )1Acii

1:111111,..

/

•ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL

I II

ni;Ess
SHIRTS

HATS
The,e hats are cool and comfortable
tner wear. EACH

1.25

•ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL

Thy..., shirts

fur

GINGHAM
1I

N.,vc univ

$1.79

DOTTED SW/SS

I

that. regular

)e value in heatitiful
Swiss (;inglIam, Yard

15c
/yam)mu:AND/Es, 2.

98c

uI,i

litti

yd.

PROGRESS
DON'T MISS
THIS BIG
OPPORTUNITY
TO SAVE MONEY

OUR-Rgliti Ad

HIGH GRADE
BLUE SHIRTING
PER YARD

ol ear!

S SHO S
V STYLES IN

HITE.

73IPS AND OX ORDS
FFEREDtIN
HIS li8TH
AT Or

St98

,N'S S (
)ES

WELL-RI 14T FOR
W WHO NEEI STURDY
AND OTHER SHADES.
.10
MY AN OUT AM:ENG

VD

AFORDS

IA

"E FOR YOU! OUR REG90 WillTikOXFORDS,iEL AND COMFORT1BLE
L STYLES AND SIZES.

Ws KAS,
SNOW AS—

90c
$2.98

NIVERS:1R1 VALUES $1.98
RI VALUE

-

$1.98

15c
8-0Z. FEATHER-PROOF
TICKING
PER YARD

24c
TABLE DAMASK
ym:I)
49c
FIRST GRADE
TABLE

OIL CLOTH
PER YARD

25c

1

ME ANDstvt,

Anniversary Values
THAT GUARANTEE SAVINGS ON MEWS SUMMER

Clothing
FOR MEN AND BOYS
MEN'S WASH

MEN'S DRESS

SUITS
4.95
$5.95

SHIRTS

•

EYELET BATISTE

•••

PER YARD

MEN'S SMARTLY STYLED

25c
LACE MATERIAL
rEiz
39c
CURTAIN
MATERIALS

SUMMER PANTS

PER
9c
YARD

98c 1.49 1.98 2.98
ROT'S' WELL-MI DE

SUMMER PANTS
59c ' 1.50
SUMMER TIES
EACH 25c

Cool Summer Shantung Shirts,
stylish and handsomely tailored.

1.69
•••

MENS AND BOYS

POLO
SHIRTS
POLO SHIRTS
(,/, 11/ \
59c '" 98c
POLO SHIRTS
FOR BOYS

25c T° 79c

tic

tialin111111WINIMMISMIUMMINIIMNI

*vissmormimmimort,
Nt

Its Here, Folks! The Sale of Sales!
Make Yuur Dollars Do Extra DC"I'l!
Lay our Pliuiis Now To Attend

Kasnow's 18th Anniversary
nirirntirrrnoninm
acktIF9.z4v:-;.raw uu..!..k.l.k

PA

Here We Offer Values For Men and Young Men!

V'S S •If.111,7?

• QUALITY MATERIALS
• SMARTLY STYLED
• NEW COLORS

,50
TROUSERS
$11
each

• PRICED TO SAVE
YOU MONEY!

1

.Popular Prices!
MEN'S ATHLETIC UNION SUITS 39'' 49e' 98(
MEN'S SHIRTS & SHORTS'ad'1`5c'25r,"c 49(
25(
MEN'S SUMMER CAPS id White
49(
MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS
49(
MEN'S WORK SHIRTS
"r"lf) 59 69(
MEN'S WORK SHIRTS
MANY OTHER VALUES
THROUGHOUT THE STORE

448 LAKE STREET

A REAL VALUE
pair
$
1
."

IT HAS BEEN A

PLEASURE!

MORE VALUES
MEN'S=

PANTS AND SHIRT
TO WA Tell

For 18 years, it has been our privilege and
pleasure to serve you—our friends and customers. We feel gratified to know that our
daily contact with the people of this community has been so pleasant and enjoyable and again we have made special efforts to bring our
patrons values that are values. We invite you
to our ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION.

—L KASNOW

•

$1.95
OSKOSH 13`60SH OVERALLS
World's Best Anniversary Special

$1.69
WASHINGTON DEE-CEE OVERALLS
Sizes 32 to 42

$1.19

ASNO

FULTON,KENTUCKY

410,

e........•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Comic
Section

FULTON COUNTY NEWS
THE it
sionE OF NAPE

Lights of New York
I I SIt VINSC)N

Wing:.

Jac k Urn t. tells id the
sti :toiled to Billfish, who
vii' A.),I.•1111g how lie would get to
ter Imo the hotel m04411441
MIN olTrIed him flea
Ii iij, tattoo in one of those RISS..
let
111
,
4 about a kilo' k and
tang After getting out of the
IA U Vvr i:L
pay, they stillek an eight lane highSy hootote
THE FEATHERI1EADS
way 101(1 Inohlr.1 along well over
Must Be the Eat
p b In • little while, •
it ri yelp cop Succeeded III tagA
NNI-IAT I rualsirs
ML
I'LL
ging them
lk4t.1-0E
llAvL A
:FUME HOW
L.cJf.S (JP
''Al.' you in a burry" be asked,
l'401
t..r I A ia I.
1'1 AttOT
-1)-415
A 111-,LTI TE
leario g on the shiny obis chariot.
VNEATI-4FN
OF ILL:
cAs) MO.i1
WArr.ts:
"Yes," ii.plied the owner. "My
L'Uta'r HAIL A14
OFTEN BE, frier(' heti. has to get to
liesAPPE 1lL!
TioAcF
ter "
ro Put:A)
Thy' ( 4.1, smiled timid took out •
Illti•
, aiti you givu,g Illf!
(.,
us Iii lit xpeudir,r - io.keil the car
hi'? W1 ,11, up to that inomerd, had
1....411.1.4 be was getting away with
it
"Speeding nothing, " drawled the
,
l“sr, "I'm giving you a ticket for
flyirig too low "
• • •
Old 1 7141e It seems that ii riding
chili
pot
into dillictifties to Y4041) an
S'MATTER POP—One Elephant, One Plate of Soup and They're All Set
i•xtetit Unit assets had to be liquidBy C. M. PAYNE
•
..ted He( ently, a buyer came slung
.:rid turned the club into a riding
school Finding that dernaryl ex(13u v-,144 e
ceeded the supply of blooded horres,
I_
t
"10 u
Iii' went into the open market and
s5
made purchases The other afternoon, a patron set out for the nearc..1 -4417 \'
est park To get there, he had to
cross an avenue An iimbulanre was
apprniiching at a rapid rate See)
13s..4 IND
lig the rider, the driver, instead
.c
of sounding his siren, rang the gong
c_5041111Lt 1W ITS
Su Kisr•Ilm.
The gentleman on horseback fell
•
off idt the end of the block And the
I\
S°1°13
old Are horse. finding it only a false
alarm, finally wandered back And
(
nw there is a heavy damage suit
(
0'
in the oiling.
r
)
.
• • •
Truth: A friend, who on occasions
IP 'ASP
1
Ain delivers lectures to college students
MESCAL IKE
By S L HLINTLIEY
here and there over the country,
Pa
Tried
Anyway
•............—
has just returned from his spring
, • •', . .-4E c.,.....t r
trip with a tale of woe. It seems
_ f_..17-,
(QUIT ACTIKE
.-1,:wQ 114E7
E. ..pc I-I i....if. e‘,....uILL ',Er: ta.-3-4•.1 1 ,
NOONIG5TER .5100
that at a certain university, the
0
'.,)
LIKE
A
.LOA.
mock 0...1c,... ,
00 each..Jr i-or ,---,.i:hairman introduced him as a fine
DADG um met)
‘
--- 0.....
-....,
s.yory!ipstanding young man, a leader in
.
(10J ET, WILL
...------.4
his community, respected
and
S
Is !
...
t.,7.4
:.Y,
s•••.
aioked up to, and a happy husband
•
for the last seventeen years. From
•
I
c t.• -4-i
• ••
then on, whenever the lecturer
•••
,
)).
'A
...;
•
•
eYer
, A..,.
••
•• .
passed a fair co-ed, she addressed
w
.... _ ....
•
i t ..
him as "Mr." arid treated him with
••
..,
V•I '
/
s_.
Q
i
iimicalill•
'•
.-:
..
.
.t ,
.•
.
the utmost courtesy. But that was
..II I.....‘"‘ k '•0.,
all. Meanwhile, others on the proWWI
gram, including some gentlemen
older and married longer, received
smiles and had fair company no
matter where they wandered on the
campus The lecturer's wife is fry40.7
..ing to design an appropriate medal
to send to that chairman.
.1. • I. Iluntl,, Tr•ll• 11.1,11 Rag U.
• • •
li
FINNEY OF THE FOIICE ,B4:17.`"):1-41t.
Woe For some reason or other,
Not a Cell Workin
generally when I board a taxi, es"I'S I-- CO PUT 1M
pecially late at night, the driver
FiNNE)
/
makes me a confidant. Last eveTee COOLER —
vvELL— Ls.11-114 DION-1'04A
ning, coming uptown, the man at
AN' sqL.17. 01 Is/ER
TI-IE COOLER
the wheel, after muttering to himA NEAT CASE/
1411A
"I-'1
self for some time, turned around
HARRP
and announced that piloting a taxi
Do CROOKS GET
41''KETc
was the lowest occupation in the
ALL "NE BREAKS?
UP v417'
world.
ORDINR)
"The cops bawl you out," he continued. "The public bawls you out.
RUA1
Then v..1-ien you go home, the old
OF CRovKL
woman gives you hell."
And all day I've been wondering
just what was on his mind.
• • •
Shorts: Joe Cook is convinced
that kindness pays. He has been offered $75 for a dog he rescued from
the pound. . . . Spectators at a
kids' back - yard baseball game
were flabbergasted when the catchBRONC PEELER Bronc's Discovery
By FRED HARMAN
er removed the mask and revealed
"himself" as the prima donna,
I'LL 9044,40 UP 002 MEN Francis White . . . Lucille Man\"‘ •••"*:
WE'LL 14AvE
KON 1 MADE
ners is a firm believer in the soothPsLONE
A rls,..,1AKC. IN AIRIN.
0 ACTIoNI
I is,r(ing power of knitting She doesn't
PM 6 SO IMPLIU005
IT1411.1?••
14AQD
FEW-4-"V ota
'1 el LAVE 14E' 11.11?..ED
put aside her yarn and needles un{4ED sPo eny PLANS -1.44200(04
--TwecT \NAY —
PIE DON'T rapt.
HIS OISLIKE 42
til the radio program or concert
NTT"
WE'LL. NAVE -To Q.A‘O
ME
NONE'
—
1NE IR,carr FIT AN
HL41202Y efr-oRE
starts
. . Tim Ryan and his
1 tO-ic.,..iro IT ALL
GrIOUQ `31b0< eAc
Qt-Li BoLES CArAP.
51114.0
wife Irene Noblette are so fond of
mr•
r.)....NT LIKE Rita.,
radio programs that they have a
set in every room in their penthouse
apartment. Now that warm weather has come, they have installed
set No. 7 on the terrace . .
Clarence Budington Kelland, recently re-elected president of the Dutch
Treat club, wrote for seven years
before he made a sale.
C Bell Svn,licate —ViNU Servicia,
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AMUSE BOTH OLD and YOUNG
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The Curse

of Progress

V SEE . SON • - -W14tN VOU GET
TO In BIG AND STRONG
THENILL HITCH 'IOU ON TO
ONE 0 -LIAM THINGS
PLOWS. THEii CALLS 'EN-- THEN YOU'LL HAVE TO
DRAG IT BACK AN FORTH --ALL DAV—BACK AN foaTir

•••••

kICE
JAY

Mutual
Bigger, the business man, was
signing his letters.
"I see,'' he said, to his typist.
"that you have spelled received
with le' and 'et' in another."
"I'm sorry," she said. "one of
them was a slip."
"Well, you'd better correct it before you post the letter
"Certainly. By the way, which
one will I correct?"
"Why-er-why, the one that's
wrong, of course."

THE WORLD AT ITS WORST

Worriment
A man had been visiting a certilin widow es cry evening for some
months.
"Why Jon't you marry her?"
asked a friend.
"I have often thought about it."
was the reply, "but where on earth
should I spend my evening then?"

AM.
•••1.

LI
1•''''f

Where's My Hat?
"The next person who interrupts
the proceedings will be sent home,''
declared the judge.
"Hurray!" yelled the prisoner.

riciAtialeieeeateemetabeSileOeiamesan•ar.c..•••••••---;.

By GLUYAS 'WILLIAMS

Eskimo Beauty Shop
Juneau, Alaska—Madam Eskimo
who lives on the Alaska coast now
- has one of the opportunities of
the
women in the big cities. M. C.
Edson operates a floating beauty
parlor from Juneau.

0
OM,

How Does Cow Chew?
Baffles Uncle Sam

HAVIS6
1100`s

.

thrING Wrfli A
-fitE CALLERS
rc, '44'S:, AS011

1.1 NiLiit
00iNk.; 10 PLAY POKER.
'Me 5,1% 11,15%A. h•

;•17,1,

Washington.—How meticulous
is Uncle Sam was revealed recently in connection with t h e
building of a mechanical c o w
which was to be included in an
agricultural exhibit.
The exhibitors wanted to show
the papier maehe creature chewing hay, but were stumped by the
jaw motion. They asked the government livestock specialists how
a cow chews, but none knew; so
a delegation was sent out into
the pastures for a day or so to
observe the habits of cows.
The experts found that even
the same cow chewed differently
in tie morning from the way she
did at night sometimes prevailingly to the left and sometimes to
the right.

••••••
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THE IPULTON COUNTY NE WS. FULTON, KENTUCKY

Business and Professional Directory of Fulton
Firms Appearing On This Page Solicit and Appreciate Your Business
—FOR—

Newts Review of Carr-eat Frentis

Electrical t ppliances and Contracting see

CITY ELECTRIC SHOP
'We can lake care of our electrical troubles'
Electrical tpiihancen, Repair Set ice and Contracting.
holial•ctisin Cuaranteed
haii. hail II veer,.
experience in dirvIrie
land
nctrite wink. tall 111

0.1.0. STEEL POWER FADES
Thousands Back at Join as Companies Maintain Stand
• Congress Digs In ... Hithr Warns He'll Act Alone

WORK SHOES and SHOE WORK
‘%, %eiribtirg Shoes Built for Durable :.et Vice
THEY WEAR EASY — THEY VAST LONGER
Rest of Attention Civen Shoe Repairing
With Guaranteed Service At All Time*

CITY ELECTRIC SHOP

J. T. POWELL

SUMMARIZES THE WORLD'S WEEK

E. H. Mr1tRIOE, Prop.
r'OURT11 Kl'RE

FULTON, KY.
VISIT US AT THE NEW

TEXACO SERVICE STATION
On West State Line Street, Fulton, Ky
Where you get that world renowned Texaco Fire Chief Gasoline,
Texaco Motor Oils, Certified Lubrication 75c, Washing 75c,
Goodrich Tires and Batteries on easy payment plan No money
down and terms to suit.

BENNETT SERVICE STATION
WEST STATE LINE

CHAS BENNETT

PRINTING & SUPPLIES
your Printing, No matter how difficult the
we can handle it ECONOMICALLY.

Let us do

ALL KINDS RULED FORMS
SALES BOOKS, CHECK BOOKS, Etc.

FULTON NEWS
PHONE 470
FOlItTli ST.

FULTON, KY.

YEAR IN, YEAR OUT
EAT AT

LOWE'S CAFE
Oysters Are in Season

Lake St.. Fulton, Ky.

DAY AND NIGHT SERVICF:

Vulcanized And Re-Tread Tires
C. V. CATHCAiiT TIRE SHOP
FOURTH STREET—OPPOSITE PARISLtN LAUNDRY
WE BUY AND SELL USED TIRES AND TUBES
RUBBER FABRIC FLOOR MATS

BUY YOUR COAL
From Us and Get the Best
Prompt Service

CITY COAL COMPANY
TELEPHONE 51 AND 322

NEED MONEY?
If you are in need of money, we are making shorttime loans. We invite you to consult with us, as we
can help you solve your financial problems.

LOANS MADE TO RELIABLE PERSONS
QUICK SERVICE

JONES LOAN & INVESTMENT CO.
MOIRM11111111111111111101111111111111111111111111.

FURNITURE IS OUR BUSINESS
When you want Furniture it will pay you to see ti.; .
we can furnish one room or the entire home.

NEW AND USED FURNITURE
REPAIRING-UPHOLSTERING

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
CHURCH STREET

FULTON, KY.

SHOE MAN"

Steel Furnaces Glow

Again
LAMS of the independent Steel
corporations in Pennsylvania and
Ohio were once niore operating as
Mate trooper. kept the peace. Violence among atrikers, workers arid
police dwindled to a handful of band
to hand tights in which injuries were

-'t ,,'t

P

AS CLOSE AS
YOUR PHONE

comparatively few.
With Gov. George H. Earle having lifted martial law in Johntown, Pa., it was estimated that
nearly half the 15,000 woikers of
the Bethlehem Steel corporation's
great Cambria plant were back on

..1%oid Disease! Send your Laiindr:, and
Dry Cleaning to Vs, W 'Wire it Will he

the job.
It was apparent that the real
grip of the sti ike had been broken.
Mayor Daniel Shields declared it
was all over but there were still
about 250 pickets on hand. The day
before the plant re opened the C. I.
0., in a last-minute attempt to save
its cause, promised • mass meeting near Johnstown of 50,000 miners who would then aid the steel
strikers in keeping the plants closed.
Only about 1,500 showed up, and
after listening to speeches by union
leaders they dispersed peaceably.
Plants of the Republic Steel corporation and Youngstown Sheet &
Tube company in Ohio's Motioning
valley, where half of the total numbers of state militiamen were protecting the public peace, again were
operating. Steel plants in Chicago
were preparing to reopen. Still none
of the independent steel corporations had signed contracts with C.
I. 0. unions. Their refusal to sign
had been the sole issue of the
strikes

COMPLETELY STERILIZED

PARISIAN LAUNDRY-CLEANERS
I). IL FRASER, Mgr.
Love surmounted the hatred of
two political dynasties as Miss Ethel
do I'nnt niarried Franklin Deane
Roosevelt, Jr.

men who attended President Roosevelt's week-end outing for majority
members on Jefferson island in
Chesapeake bay.
Although they insisted the meeting was purely social, it was generally accepted that attempts had
been made to swing back certain
of the New Deal lawmakers who
had been getting out of line lately.
The result is that a heavy program
of legislation desired by the administration will be attempted before
the members of congress go home.
The President's court bill—presumably in its original form, alDer Fuehrer Scores Neutrals
though it seems to face certain de"F it,..)m now on," Adolf Hitler told feat,
either through a vote or
200,000 Nazis at a party rally in through
filibustering—headed t h
Wurzberg, "we will prefer . . . to list.
It was closely followed by govtake the freedom, independence, ernment reorganization
and wage
honor and security and hour measures.
of our nation into our
—4i—
own hands and protect ourselves Seeks Changes in Wagner Act
alone." Disgusted,
EN.ARTIIUR H. VANDENBERG
Germany withdrew "of Michigan proposed throe
from the non-inter• amendments to the national labor
vention patrol of relations act designed to broaden
Spain, as Italy did the rights of e m likewise. Der Fuehr- ployers under the
er warned that the Wagner act, forbid
Nazis would take in- "sit - down" strikes
dependent action to and other "unfair"
union practices,
fromreentte.ct
1evrern mp
pa
g0
dn
o f hit i4
sA
and provide severe
attacks
themselvesby the
th
He described penalties for unions
how Germany had been condemned which violated confor shelling Almeria after a Spanish tracts with employairplane had bombed the cruiser ers. H i a amendDeutschland, and how, when the ments:
1.--To give emcruiser Leipzig was attached by a
Senator
submarine while on patrol duty, the ployers the same
Vandenberg
non-intervention
committee
had right which only employes now enjoy to appeal to the
done nothing about it.
A remedy suggested by Great Brit- national labor relations board for
ain and France was that the patrol an election to determine the repduty be left entirely to them, with resentatives of employes.
2.—To require agreements in writItalian observers on French patrol
ships and German observers on Brit- ing and to permit strikes only after
ish ships to "judge the equitable, in- a majority vote of all employes.
Any group which broke its contract
partial working of the system."
and did not repair the break after
being ordered to do so by the board
Mediation Board Gives Up
would be suspended from repreHE mediation board of three, sentation.
3 --Establish • code of practices
named by Secretary of Labor
Perkins to sit in Cleveland and at- for labor. This would:
Prohibit compulsory political astempt to negotiate a settlement in
the steel strike, gave up in despair. sessments on union members.
Require that all union officers,
Its chaicman. Charies P. Taft of
Cincinnati, and the other two mem- agents and representatives be Unitbers, Lloyd Garrison, former pres- ed States citizens.
Forbid union organization by co
ident of the national labor relations
s
board, and Edward F. McGrady, e
Prohibit
hibit damage to property,
trouble-shooting assistant of Mme.
Perkins, were unable even to per- strikes intended to force any person
suade Torn Girdier, Eugene Grace to violate a contract or federal
and other steel officials to sit around laws, and violations of "any pera conference table at which union son's rights in rea. or personal propleaders were present. The board erty."
explained its failure, "The only hope
--41—
of settlement lies in such a meetMontagues and Capulets
ing."
ITH all the family blessings
In criticizing the companies for
save those of a political classtheir stand the board said, "Nothing
can be made clearer today than ification, Miss Ethel du Pont,
that management and organized la- daughter of Eugene du Pont, and
bor, when it really represents the Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Jr., son
wishes of the men, have got to of the President of the United
learn how to live together, to reach States, were married at Christ
agreements and to abide by them church near Wilmington, Del., in
a "simple" wedding attended by a
when made."
Steel officials handed Taft a writ- "handful" of about 400 picked
I ten resume of their stand, that they guests. Bitter political hatreds of
would not make any agreement with the older generations were buried
Lewis' "irresponsible" C. I. 0. They in the protests that this was "the
youngsters' day."
admitted that the Wagner act might
-•
force them to negotiate with the
union, but declared another law proGedeon
Slayer Surrenders
vides that no one need make a conOBE
E RT
New York scullstract he doesn't want to make.
"tor once treated for insanity,
—a-who killed Veronica Gedeon, beauLooks Like a Long Summer
tiful New York auxiel; Mrs. Mary
oNcotEss will be in session for Gedeon, her mother and Frank
4 a long tune s-et. probably until
Byrnes, a boarder in the Gedeon
Septemle-r I Tkit was the consen- home, on last Easter Sunday, cursus of the 2:0
.:ors and congress- renclei ral to police in Chicago.
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DONUTS AND COFFEE
‘Vhnt could be better for a cold morning breakfast
Mark's Donuts and Pies are Tempting and Delicious
TRY

TliENI

AT YOUR FAVORITE CAFE OR
DER SOME FROM YOUR GROCER

MACK'S DONUT SHOP
Sandwiches, Short Orders, Cold Drinks, Beer
E. STATE LINE ST,
FULTON, KY.

'111

"EXPERT RADIO SERVICE"
Hy a t ertified fiatimfrician. Aulhoriied member of IC. M. S. Graduate of 2 radio school,. Reasonable prices,
Workmanship Guaranteed

We Use Modern Testing Equipment—Give Us a Trial

BENNETT ELECTRIC CO.
NI rook, Itadiotrician
Phone

1

227)

Fourth St.

WHEN DINING OUT
IMWP

IA

SMITH'S NEW CAFE
Delicious home-cooked meals, appetizingly served
Open Day and Night — Phone 172

P. T. JONES & SON
DEALERS IN

PLUMBING AND SUPPLIES
BEST KENTUCKY COAL
TELEPHONE 702

109 PLAIN ST.

For All Lines of Beauty Work, Come to

RELIANCE BEAUTY SHOP
412 Lake St

Phone 810

Fulton, Ky

We Specialize In

Permanent Waving, Shampooing, Finger
Waves, Hair Tinting, Marcel Waves,
Facials and Manicures

RELIANCE BEAUTY SHOP
Mrs. W. A. Fleming, Prop.
Kentucky Licensed Operator

INSURANCE
Will protect your home and property 2.1 hours of every
day—the only safe way to be safe
INSURE WITH US - PHONE NO,5

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY

Patronize Our Advertisers
.4*.n41,01.

tog-

Fulton, Ky.
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"By Georg,' I did hear something, now that you put it that way.
1 thought nothing of It at the time,
since Woody was already dead. But
just as 1 re catered the stairway
there was an explosion of sonic kind
outside
1 thought It was a car
backfiring down in the street, and
paid no attention to It."
"That's very interestin' . . . 1.
Varice's eyes drifted off into space.
31 wonder .
. But to continue
your tale. You say you left the roof
immediately and came downstairs.
Itut there were at least ten niinlite% front the time you left the garden to the time I encountered you
entering the apartment at the front
door. How and where did you spend
these ten intervening minutes?"
can stay on the cool side the button-all-the-way front.
is
"1 stayed on the landing of the
g tint summer and still busk in nieans easy laundering.
stairs arid smoked a couple of cigathe sunshine of flattery if you'll
The Patterns.
rettes. I was trying to pull myself
look to Sew-Your Own for your inPattern 1946 comes in sizes 14 together."
spiration. Witneim today's trio of to 20 (32 to 44 bust). Size 16 reHeath stood up quickly, one hand
smart fashions do they nut fair- quires 31,.4 yards of 39 inch ma- in his outside coat
pocket, a n d
ly take you by the hand?
terial plus 1 yard of ribbon for thrust out his Jaw belligerently toFor Sheer Comfort
shoulder straps.
ward the agitated Kroon.
The model portraying the cool
Pattern 1325 is designed for
"What kind of cigarettes do you
poise of a well groomed cosmo- sizes 36 to 52. Size 38 requires 431/
smoke?" he barked.
politan, above center, can be yards of 39 inch material plus 7s
The man looked at the Sergeant in
yours, Milady, with very little ta- yard trmiming as pictured
bewilderment, and then said: "I
doo: Choose a beauteous dark
Pattern 1301 is designed for smoke gold - tipped Turkish ciga•
ground sheer (or
stylish frock. sizes 8, 8, 10, 12, and
14 years. rettes. What about it?"
Personal Item No. I.
Size 8 years requires 2is yards of
Heath drew his hand from his
This cleverly designed slip is, 35 or 39 inch
material plus 5 yards pocket and looked at something
in a way, like the lovely flower of
trimming to finish as pictured. which he held on his palm.
born to blush unseen for it knows
"All right," lie muttered. Then he
Send your order to The Sewing
its place and keeps it. Because
addressed Vance. "1 got the stubs
of superb styling, this slip offers Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1020, here.
Piekeo 'em up on the landnew chic to thy ,iieticulous worn. 211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill. ing
whets I came up from the
Price
of
patterns,
15
cents
(in
an. It has a wide shadow proof
dame's apartment."
panel, and smooth fashionable coins) each.
C Bell Syndleatc—WNU Seryles.
"Well, well," sneered Kroon. "So
lines that make for a well turned
the police actually found something!
Out itippelaztilue.
. . What more do you want?" he
Sweet 'n' Tart.
demanded of Vance.
As wholesome and becoming as
"Nothing for the moment, thank
her suntan, is this exciting new
you," Vance returned with exaggerdress for Miss Junior Deb or her
ated courtesy. "You have done very
kid 815
11 is young enough to
well by yourself this afternoon, Mr.
please its youthful client, and
Kroon. We won't need you any
pretty enough to satisfy the most
more."
fastidious mother. Noteworthy is
Kroon went to the door without •
ward.
"A good story," Markham commented dryly when Kroon had gone.
"Yes, yes.
Good. But reluctant." Vance appeared disturbed.
"Do you believe it?"
"My dear Markham, I keep an
open mind, neither believin' nor disbelievin' . . Prayin' for facts. But
no facts yet. Drama everywhere,
but no substance."
There was a rustle in the passageway, and Madge Weatherby came
rushing into the study, with Heath
following and protesting vigorously.
He Sank Limply Into a Chair.
It was obvious that Miss Weatherby
had dashed up the stairs before any- way, as it were. I say, Sergeant,
one could interfere with her.
collect Floyd Garden and bring him
"What's the meaning of this?" here."
she demanded imperiously. "You're
Garden came into the room unletting Cecil Kroon go, after what easily and looking slightly haggard.
I've told you? And 1"—che indicat"What a mess!" he sighed, sinkIt your desk: cannot supply you, send 20c and
ed herself with a dramatic ges- ing dismally into a chair. "Any
your dealer's name for a Trial Package of 48
ture—"I am being held here, a pris- light on the case?"
genuine age-resistant, lire rubber Pe-Ko rings;
oner."
"A few fitful illuminations,"
sent prepaid
"The fact is, Miss Weatherby," Vance told turn. 'By the by, it
said Vance, returning to his chair, seems that your guests walk in and
"Mr. Kroon explained his brief ab- out the front door without the formsence this afternoon lucidly and ality of ringing or being anU.,••• Iretool.biter V.I.t,. Int CPO FM WO. 1790 I...4...,.
with unpellin' logic. It seems that nounced."
he was doing nothing more repre"Oh, yes. But only when we're
Cuts Deep
What 1 Do
hensible than conferriog with Miss playing the races. Much more conA sharp tongue severs a good
Not what I have, but what I do
Stella Fruemon and a brace of at- venient. Saves annoyance and inmany friendships,
is my Kingdom.
torneys."
terruptions."
"Ali!" The woman's eyes glared
"And another thing: when Miss
with venom.
Graern was phoning in the den
"Quite so. He was breaking off and you suggested that she tell the
with the lady for ever and ever."
gentleman to call back later, did
"Is that the truth?" Miss Weath- you actually know that it was a man
erby straightened in her chair.
she was talking to"
Garden opened his eyes in mild
"Yes, yes. No subterfuge. Kroon
said you were jealous of Stella. surprise.
Thought I'd relieve your mind."
By Fred Neher
"Why, no. I was merely ragging
"Why didn't he tell me, then?" her. Hadn't the faintest idea. But,
"There's always the possibility if it makes any difference, I'm sure
you didn't give him a chance."
Sneed could give you the informaThe woman nodded vigorously.
tion, if Miss Graem won't. Sneed
"Yes, that's right. I wouldn't answered the phone, you know."
speak to him when he returned
"It's of no importance." Vance
here this afternoon."
brushed the matter aside. "It
"Care to revamp your original might interest you to know, howtheory?" asked Vance. "Or de you ever, that the buzzer in this room
still think that Kroon is the failed to function because someone
culprit?"
had carefully disconnected the
"I—I really don't know now," the wires."
woman answered hesitantly. "When
"The devil you say!"
I last spoke to you I was terribly
"Oh, yes. Quite." Vance fixed
upset. .
. Maybe it was all my Garden with a significant look.
imagination."
"This buzzer, if I understand it corVance looked at the woman quizzi- rectly, is operated only from the
cally. "Since you're not so sure den, and when we heard the shot,
that Kroon did the deed, have you Miss Graern was in the den. Inany other suggestions?"
cidentally, the shot we all heard
Them was a tense silence. Miss was not the shot that killed Swift.
Weatherby's face seemed to con- The fatal shot had been fired at
tract: She drew in her lips.
least five mlnutes before that. Swift
"Yes!" she exploded, leaning to- never even knew whether he had
ward Vance with a new enthusiasm. won or lost his bet."
"It was Zalia Graem who killed
Garden's gaze was focused on
Woody! She had the motive, as you Vance wth wide-eyed awe.
call it. She's capable of such things,
"God God, man!" He shook his
too. There was something between head despondently. ''This thing is
her and Woody. Then she chucked getting hellish."
V
:
him over. He didn't have enough
"By the by," said Vance, "Miss
money to suit her. You saw the Weatherby tried to convince us that
way they acted toward each other Miss Graem shot Swift,"
today."
"Hite she any grounds for such an
l'Iou're sure Ibis guy Is bAtting
"Have you any idea as to how
cusation?"
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LIFE'S LIKE THAT
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She managed the crime?" Vance
asked quietly.
"She was out of the drawing room
twig enuudh, wasn't she?"
"Prepinunt
question.
Situation
very MN ierlouss." Vence ruse slowly arid hewed to the wurnart.
"Thanks as ,Ily — we're tread
grateful. And wt. shall nut hold you
prisoner any 1w gel'"
When elle had gun. Markham
grinned sourly.
"The lady is well equipped with
suspects. What du you make uf thus
new accusation'!"
Vance was frowning.
"Animosity shunted from Monsieur Kr 1.14.1/1 to is Grimm. Yes.
Queer situation. Logically mpeakiu',
this new accusation is inure reasonable than her first. It has its points
. . . If only I could get that disconneuted butter out of my mind.
It must fit somewhere . . . And
that second shot the one we all
heard "
Vance again moved to the buzzer
and inspected it with care. "No
mdicatlorie of a mechanism."
"It could have been removed before the repair man arrived," theorized Markham without enthuse
mem.
"Yes, another possibility. I had
thought of that too. But the opportunity was lacking. I came in here
Immediately after I had found the
Johnnie shot . ." He took the cigarette from his lips and straightened up. "By Jove! Someone might
have slipped in here when we all
dashed upstairs after the shut. Remote chance, though."
"Does the buzzer connect with
any other room besides the den?"
asked Markham.
Vance shook his head,
"No. That's the only connection."
"Didn't you say there was someone in the der; at the tinie you heard
this shot"
Vance's gaze swept past Markham.
"Yes. Zalia Graern was there.
Ostensibly telephonin'." His voice,
I thought, was a little bitter.
"We might get more information
from the young woman herself,"
Markham put in sarcastically.
"Oh, yes. Quite. Obvious procedure. But I have a few queries
to put to Garden f
in' the

[
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"Only that Miss Orem had a
grudge of sonic kind against Swift
and detested him thoroughly, and
that, at the supposed time of hie demise, Miss Graein was ubeent from
the drawing mem. Doubts that hne
woe in the den phoning all the
time.
Thitikx she eas rip here.
busily engaged in murder."
Garden drew i apidly on his pipe
and seemed to be thinking.
"Do you yourself regard Miss
Grimm as capable of a culd-blooded,
skillfully planned murder?"
Garden pursed his lips and
frowned.
"Dentin It, Vance! I isn't answer
that question Frankly, I don't know
who is und who isn't capable of
murder The younger set today are
all bored to death, intolerant of every restraint, living beyond their
meime, digging up scandal, seeking
seneatirein of every type. 'Lahti is
little different frum the rest, as far
as 1 r Mnu see. She always seems to
be stepping on the gas and exceeding the speed limits. How far she
would actually go, I'm net prepared
to say. Who is, fur thut matter? It
may be merely a big circus parade
with her, or it may Lie fundamental
—a virulent rein:lion from respectability."
"A vivid, though nut a sweet,
character sketc ti," murmured
Vance. "One might say offhand
that you are rather fond at her
but don't approve."
Garden laughed awkwardly.
"I can't say that I dislike Zalla.
Most men dim like her—though I
don't think any of them understand
her. 1 know I don't. There's sumo
impenetrable will around her. She's
either damned imperil/ ial or deep
as hell—I can't make up my mind
A '4 to her status in this
present situation . . • well, I don't
know. It wouldn't surprise me in
the least if Madge was right about
her. 'Lahr/ has staggered me •
couple of times—can't exactly explain it. You remember, when you
asked me about father's revolver,
I tuld you Zulus had discovered it
in that desk and staged a scene
with it in this very room.
Well,
Vance, my blood went cold at the
time. There was something in the
way she did it, and in the tone of
her voice, that made me actually
fear that she was fully capable of
shooting up the party. I was rekeyed when she put the gun back
and shut the drawer . . . All I can
say," he added. "is that I don't
wholly understand her."
"No. Of course not. No one can
wholly unnerstand another person.
If anyone could he'd understand everything. Not a corniortin' thought
. . . Thanks awfully for the recital
of your fears and impressions.
You'll look after matters downstairs
for a winle. won't you?"
Garden seemed to breathe more
freely on being dismissed, and with
a mumbled acquiescence, moved toward the door.
"Oh, by the by," Vance called
after him. "One other little point
I wish to ask you about."
Garden waited politely.
"Why," asked Vance, blowing a
ribbon of smoke toward the ceiling,
"didn't you place Swift's bet on
Equanimity"
CHAPTER IX

0111;0f IHIRST TO I
HOUSEWlit
Sealing Flab —Dipping fish in
boiling watei will uut iii at sling
them.
• • •
To Keep Icing en Cake — Sift
a little flour over the top of the
cake before it•If314 It and the icing
will net run off.
• • •
Furniture —
For Scratched
Furniture scrats hea inuy be hidden by painting with iodine and
t h e ti rubbing with furniture
polish.
• • •
Washing Flannels — Next time
you are washing flunmels or woolens put about a teaspoonful of
ol:ve oil in the water. It will keep
thieni beautifully soft.
• • •
Cleaning Silverware — When
your silverware becomes tarnished, place it in an aluminum
saucepan and cover with hot water in which potatoes have been
boiled. Leave for an hour, then
rinse and it will look like new,
without the usual cleaning.
• • •
Double Duty for Soap — When
I buy toilet soap I put it away
arnung the sheets and pillow
cases, to which it gives an attractise fresh fragrance and, of
course, the soap is all the better
for keeping.
• • •
A Curtain Tip — Casement curtains will hang in even folds if
small bags of silver sand are
sewn to the corners of the loweredge hems. The sand adds just
enough weight to the curtains to
prevent them rolling at the edges
and these "weights" can be
washed with the curtains.
WHO Service.

Young-Looking Skin
at 33—Now a Reality
For Women!
'TstIOUSANDS
women
.1 now len, the Bikini •
raithful dowy-trewit due •
.10 ..141. 40 sad even after.
Now • modern akin creme
arta to Ivy tie ate
age • him- of wen mashie
darkennp pazt.cles wilumary cranes cannot It
move Often WO, I. eight...much to tray out
do,ine new frestirom youthlul rum petal clew
nem.and monintan tr. ugh/surf,.r pernphe.tame
heada.f.oceln ask ba Colden Yearvore Bleach
Creme today at any thus or (loyal crl•nt mare
.. ar grad 50, to C....Mama Peacock bac,
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Man's Morals
Intellectually man has protressed and his intellect has
taught him morals.

a's•Flitafefine

MOROLINE
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savori-twort PEntoisum JEW'
What Counts
Saluting the flag is fine, but it's
the thought behind the salute that
is important,

The man gave a start, and his Jaw ,
C her la•
dropped. He barely rescued his
pipe from falling to the floor.
In three days
"You didn't place it, don't ari
know," Vance went on dulcetly.
-Rather interestin' point, in view
firet day
1.191.110. 711111.CTS
of the fact that your cousin was not saver.
eost Dues limeade 30 manta
destined to live long enough to collect the wager, even if Equanimity Try "Issedifiy-risss"-wwisr. Barn Ltatamase
had won. And in the circumstances,
had you placed it, you would now be
,
far Steed Slam d•re Iteneen•L time, lemeraffem. Ulmer mod ellatways
si.ddled with a $10,000 debt—since
Wer,mot .f if bottle doe* rot
P.
%lc
Swift is no longer able to settle."
MIMISMI less :Al. 1114 I. Nes St, limpefe is..
"God Almighty, stop it, Vance!"
Garden exploded. He sank limply
True Power
ieto a chair. "How do you know I
Real power is the power one has
didn't place Woode's bet"
Vance regarded the man with over oneself.
searching eyes.
"No bookie would take a bet of
that size five minutes before post
time. He couldn't absorb it
"But Hannix—"
"Don't make a Wall-Street financier of Hannix for my benefit,"
Vance admonished quietly. "And
another thing. I happened to be sitting in a strategic position near your
table when you pretended to place
Swift's bet. You very deftly pulled
Worms mums iamb antrum to ehildree end
the cord taut over the plunger of
se mety te perorate. L5 reen's -Demi hinnt.none••• th• con.. with a sinew dom. fee.
the telephone when you picked up
;
the receiver. You were talking into a dead phone."
Garden capitulated.
"All right, Vance," he said. "I
didn't place the bet. But if you
think, for one moment, that I had
any suspicion that Woody was going
to be shot his afternoon, you're
wrong."
"My dear fellow!" Vance sighed
awywhyr, Delia P77
with annoyance. "I'm not thinkin'.
estUwets ...ed kale Mot
4.410.-anteml. eflrowtwa 1.4•••
Higher intellgence not at work at
Coal•Intent
emit
in Onoi
In tav 123-M•••
the moment. Mind a blank. Only
I APIA Si
7.• Si
OwArrit
liwro14
tryin' to add up a few figures. Ten
Wows. Dr-.
ILO Ilo ILA&•ve..11'lly‘li Y.
thousand dollars is a big item. It
changes our total--eh, what? . . .
DAISY FLY KILLER
But you haven't told me why you
didn't place the bet."
Garden rose angrily.
"I didn't want him to lose the
money." he asserted aggressively,
knew what it would mean to
him."
"Yes, yes. The Good Samaritan,
Very touchin'. But suppose Equanimity had won, and your cousin
HOUSEHOLD
had survived—what about the pass
off?"
FREE
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Contagious Smiles
The clouds can hide the sun, but
all the clouds in the world can't hide
a smile; nor can the doctors invent
a medicine that will keep smiles
Croon being contagious.

IS c'rn
pact handkro* i,f urvetical remedios
the earmien househeld prohlemn. New for
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rerneve ehew,ne from from ehltars I,
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eluded, Copies of this are free, WM,Into
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Colorful FloNiv ,i
Heirloom Afghari
-- A merry-go round ef cote,.
that's what this lacy afghan sue
gelds, a hen crocheted peplum by
square from every eolorhil scrap
of yarn your work brisket will
yield. And won't it he economical
--this "heirleorri" afghan, which
combows deep eliadem, pastel

Washington
Digest
National Topics Interpreted
By WILLIAM BRUCKART
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Judge Often Handed Down
Humor "From the Bench" B
Late Lord Darling Livened
Drab Scenes With
Pleasantries.
Many are the Merles told :diem
laird Dal hug better known as
Mr. Juetwe Darling. "Enelendas
watemt judge" who died recent.
ly. Ile was a poet, with several
published volinnee to his credit.
But It was his humor "from the
bench" that made his name al1110eit A household word.
On one occasion, a talesman
claimed exemption from jury duty
on the ground that he was cone
likely deaf in the 14-ft ear.
"You can go," said Judge Darling, gravely; "I cannot have any•
one in the jury box who cannot
hear both sides."
A lawyer who Mot the misfortune never to have mammal the
ability to use 1114. letter "h" tie
hates Silvain Mayer in his "angel"
reminiscences), o Os engaged before Justice Darling In a case
which had relation to to horse.
For some tune the lawyer kept referring to the nnimal as "an
orse" After a while, Darling
heated down and said:
-Was the animal a large horse
or a little one'!"
"Oh, a little one."
"Then," said the judge, "may
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In another case before Justice
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HERE'S WHY FIRESTONE ALWAYS OWES YOU
SO MUCH
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THE GATEWAY
TO GREATER

Higher Quality Raw Materials!
More Efficient Manufacturing!
Lower Distribution Cost!

TIRE VALUES
TODAY, from
the jungles of
Liberia, there has
arisen a great rubber
plantation on which
the world's finest
rubber is being
smeduced.
From the Firestoneand
owned

These.-111 Combine to Give You
Extra l'alues at No Extra Cost
FROM the day of its introduction,
the Firestone Standard Tire has more
than lived up to its name by setting a
new high standard of tire values.
Hundreds of thousands of car owners
have already bought it because they
saw in it more value for their money.
"How does Firestone do it! How
can they build so many extra value
features into Firestone Standard Tires
and yet sell them at such low prices!"
The answer is simple — Firestone
controls better-quality rubber and
cotton supplies at their source, keeps
manufacturing costs low by efficient
factory methods and sells in such huge
volume that disnibution costs are
held to a minimum. That is wh.
Firestone has been able to give you
such extra value features as GumDipping and two extra lavers of GumDipped cord' under the tread.
Make no mistake about this! The
Firestone Standard Tire gives vou the
blowout protection of Firestone's
patented Gum-Dipping process. Its
scientifically designed tread gives
greater non-skid protection and
longer wear. And those two extra
layers of Gum-Dipped cords under
the tread guard against punctures.
Before vou buy ANY tire at ANN
price, see today's top tire value —the
Firestone Standard Tire. Don't risk
your life with thin, worn tires on your
Fourth of July trip. Join the Firestone
SAVE A LIFE Campaign today. Let
your Firestone Dealer or Firestone
Auto Supply St. Service store equip
your car w ith a set of new Firestone
Standard Tires.
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DON'T RISK YOUR LIFE ON THIN WORN TIRES
DO YOU KNOW
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THAT last year highway
accidents cos, the hoes of
more than 18,000 men,
women and children?
THAT a million more were
injured?
THAT more than 40,000 of
these deaths and injuries
were tailised directly by
punctures, blowouts anti
slaidding slu• t• unsafe
tires?
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